
ISLAND LEFT/RIGHT ARM FACING SOFA
DG-60018LAF/RAF

Both contemporary and classic, this signature 
Donghia sectional is unfussy, posh, and a 
revelation of scale and structure. Available as 
left-arm-facing or right-arm-facing.



DG-60018LAF/RAF ISLAND SOFA LEFT/RIGHT FACING  
100.5”W X 48”D X 30.5”H  

16”SH
 

Fully upholstered sofa/chaise with tight partial back, tight seat, three loose pillows
(one large at 38”W x 27”H and two small at 27”W x 27”H), and plinth feet.

Comes standard without welt. Available in all standard, premium, and metal finishes on maple. 

COM: 17 Yards  P la in  Goods
COL:  306 Sq.  F t .  Fu l l  H ide

Sofa is constructed and shipped in one piece.
We recommend railroading the textile to avoid seams across the deck of the seat.

Please note the seat tapers so when using striped fabrics we do not recommend applying
the stripes along the length of the seat.

Due to the unique shape of the seat, there will be a seam running
parallel to the base on the back of the sofa unless 59”W fabric is selected.

DG-60023LAF/RAF ISLAND PETITE SOFA LEFT/RIGHT FACING
 82.5”W X 43”D X 30.5”H
 16”SH

 

Fully upholstered sofa/chaise with tight partial back, tight seat, two loose pillows
(one large at 27”W x 27”H and one small at 21”W x 21”H), and plinth feet.

Comes standard without welt. Available in all standard, premium, and metal finishes on maple.

COM: 16 Yards  P la in  Goods
COL:  288 Sq.  F t .  Fu l l  H ide

Sofa is constructed and shipped in one piece.
We recommend railroading the textile to avoid seams across the deck of the seat.

Please note the seat tapers so when using striped fabrics we do not recommend applying
the stripes along the length of the seat. Due to the unique shape of the seat, there will be a seam running

parallel to the base on the back of the sofa unless 57”W fabric is selected.
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STANDARD MAPLE WOOD FINISHES STANDARD METAL FINISHES

Natural

Warm
Cherry Ebonized

Brushed
Bronze

Brown
Mahogany

Brushed
Gold

Satin
Smoke

PREMIUM MAPLE WOOD FINISHES

Smoke
GreyHeather

LEFT FACING

RIGHT FACING


